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Are you interested in growing your company’s content marketing offerings 
but don’t have the time or resources to commit? Accept white labeling 
as your solution!

Wondering how you can grow your content marketing offerings — and, subsequently, your business — 
using content?

Should you build out your own marketing automation software or develop your own content curation 
system? We receive these questions all the time.

While each of these ideas can work, they cost a significant amount of time and resources. So, we often tell 

our clients to consider white labeling a content marketing platform to get the best solution!

What is White Labeling?
White labeling, also referred to as private labeling, refers to when a company sells its products or services 
to another company without their branding attached. The purchasing company then adds its logo and 
branding and can control its own marketing and pricing.

Common examples of white labeling happen online with digital software and marketing automation 
platforms and happen offline in retail stores selling a multitude of “generic brand” products.

The process of white labeling transcends all industries — from finance and banking to travel, tourism, 
and beyond.
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Four Advantages to White Labeling a Content Marketing Platform for Your Business

Throughout our experience of white labeling our content management engine and building content 
technology for clients, we’ve noticed this opportunity offers businesses four distinct advantages:

White Labeling offers businesses four distinct advantages

1. Profitable Business Growth

By white labeling a content marketing platform or content management engine such as Vestorly, marketing 
agencies, technology service providers in sectors such as Fintech, Martech, Adtech, and Business 
Information, and other related businesses effectively add a new solution to their product and service 
offerings without dedicating the time and resources to build it themselves.

Think about how long it takes to build out new technology or a digital solution for your clients? This takes 
hundreds of hours — often taking months to complete.

The opportunity cost can be significant, as a result. The time spent building out this solution could likely be 
better spent optimizing another area of your business.

Instead, white labeling a content marketing platform allows companies to resell the solution as their own — 
effectively generating additional revenue without extraneous expenses and precious employee time.

Which business doesn’t want to grow its product offering affordably and drive a profit?

2. Enhanced Brand Authority

Companies that offer a myriad of digital solutions position their brand as a technology solution in the 
minds of clients and consumers.

By providing clients with the content solutions they need, such as curating relevant third-party content 
and a marketing automation platform for content distribution, they’ll automatically return to your brand 
for additional marketing resources.

As they enjoy a positive experience with the white-labeled content marketing platform, they’ll refer your 
brand to others as well. This word-of-mouth marketing continues to build brand authority and equity — 
establishing the company as the source for all things content and digital!

3. Improved Customer Retention

No one enjoys having to jump from vendor to vendor for their various content and marketing needs. 
This approach to content marketing is not only disjointed and inefficient but can also be expensive.
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Leverage content effectively with Vestorly. LEARN MORE

Four Advantages to White Labeling a Content Marketing Platform for Your Business

Rather than relying on yet another tool for their content marketing needs, clients will stick with your 
company when you offer a white-labeled content engine or solution.

At Vestorly, we take pride in our ability to be key partners for helping marketing, advertising, and financial 
technology companies expand their technology stack through white labeling opportunities.

Ultimately, by white labeling our solutions for their content and marketing automation needs, our clients 
experience an increase in their customer’s lifetime value by offering a full suite of content, marketing, and 
advertising solutions — without draining their budget, resources, and time.

4. White Label Companies Have a Vested Interest in Your Success

We wouldn’t white label our content management engine and marketing automation platform without 
being confident that it could improve the lives of our clients and their customers. We want to make sure it 
works seamlessly and effectively — no matter whose brand remains on the platform.

Companies interested in white labeling a content marketing solution can have peace of mind in 
investing in a technology with a team of professionals who ensure its upkeep and effectiveness always.
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Four Advantages to White Labeling a Content Marketing Platform for Your Business

Grow Your Business with a White Labeled Content Marketing Platform
If your company could use a boost in revenue, brand authority, or customer retention (and who doesn’t?), 
then consider white labeling a content marketing platform fueled by artificial intelligence. Your clients 
already trust you for the other services you offer. Why not be their marketing automation solution as well?

By white labeling a content marketing platform, your company can:

• Add a revenue-generating service without a significant time or resource investment for profitable 
business growth

• Position your brand as an authority in your industry
• Retain customers through additional solutions
• Relax knowing your content marketing platform remains in top shape and performs excellently
 
We’ve helped hundreds of companies across industries leverage content effectively to grow their business. 
Now, let’s work on a white label content platform for your brand! Get in touch with our team, and let’s chat 
about your content goals.

GET IN TOUCH
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